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i created this save file to better represent a story driven experience in skyrim and its now complete, all quests are
completed. all the npcs i made complete and everything else, its possible to continue the game from the exact point the
save is done, without loading a previous save that you have already beaten all the quests, all your spell, magics, armor,
and weapons will be all up to date with the current version of the mod. i got this save made for my cousin to play for a

little bit because he's gotten to the point where he's tired of chasing around monsters to not bother him. i'm going to be
donating some of my time to port it to the ps3, (as well as help out with a little bug testing). i got the source file from
my cousin, along with the original save i used to create this save. if you're willing to use the source, i made a locked
save that should work, but is held up a little due to its being for a pc version. but its 100% unlocked. also, sorry for it
being unpolished, but i haven't played my cousin's save since it's release, so a lot of things aren't fully done, but i've

got the source file so it's easy enough to fix. this ps4 save is just for backers. this is a clean version of the ps4 file, and
only backed files will receive this one. all others will get the ps3 file. if you're interested in the ps4 file, please contact
me via email. this is the only one i have left to do. just to give some idea on why i wanted this, i played a old save of
mine from around lvl 30ish and absolutely devastated. i hadn't done a legit quest in about a month and a half. at this
point i was just trying to get to the very end of the game, and i was never bothered by anything. i killed alduin for the
first time, and every npc i ran into, i could walk up to and talk to with out a second thought. my favorite was farmeril

who constantly rode his majestic cow, but i could probably go visit him every day for the rest of my life. after almost a
month of my normal playthrough, i needed a change.
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what can i say about
this mod that hasn't
been said already?
it's gotten a ton of

praise for its
thoroughness - it
removes all the

boring quests, and
adds thousands of
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new quests! all
quality-of-life

updates:- more
puzzles, creatures,
story, and quests. -
new weapon types,
armor, artifacts, and
currency. - hundreds

of optimizations. -
over a hundred new

spells and new
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passives. - new and
improved dialog. -
almost a hundred

new in-game items
(including new

weapons, armor, misc
items, and recipes). -
new enchantments

and items, thousands
of new loot items,
new locations, and
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hundreds of new
dungeons. - a new

save mod, skyui, and
skyui script manager.

- a bunch of new
character equipment.

- new locations,
creatures, treasure,
and magic items. -

faster leveling. - new
animations. -
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graphical
enhancements. - new
quests. - new items. -
quests with multiple
goals, quests which
spawn companions,
quests which allow
the player to port,
and more. - more
visible in-game
notifications. - a
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completely
overhauled player

town. - more creature
races, and more

unlockable classes. -
amnesia (conversion)

in addition to
blindness, deafness,
and aural and visual
impairments. - the
reworking of the
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castel nile. - more
fetch and prune
quests. - more

creatures with a
limited vocabulary. -

new attributes,
classes, and levels. -
improved levelling

calculations. -
hundreds of model

and texture tweaks. -
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tweaked ai behavior
and combat. - new

creature animations. -
many tweaks,
overhauls, and
tweaks. - a new

game_mode, called
"oblivion", with its
own questline and
quests. - a debug

mode! it shows you
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the current level,
map, and quest

status, alongside
stats, the name of
each creature and
npc you encounter,
and much more. -

more enchantments. -
more outposts,

stables, and bridges.
- dozens of new
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outposts, including
the arena, skyway,

skyway stable, quarry
lake, the abandoned

mine, and more. -
over a dozen new
quests and unique
locations. - no skill
loss when dying. -

decent in-game menu
for changing game
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settings, changing
the graphics, and

changing the audio. -
improved inventory. -
better compatibility

with the skyrim sound
mod. - improved

optimization. - more
inventory items. -
weapon rerolling. -
additional armor
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bonuses. - many
changes to the spell
list. - quest rewrites
for almost all of the
game, including the
following categories:
new quest scenes. -

new outpost scenes. -
new side quests. -
new completion
quests. - new
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morality quests. -
new quest lines. -

follower variation. -
quest variation. -

quest fixup. - quest /
npc name fixup. -
companion quest

rewriting. - custom
pet commands. -

interface
improvements. - a
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new creature race,
selenites. - new

dialog. - new animals,
including horses,
spiders, a wide

variety of fish, and
much more. - many

more creatures. - the
squirrel ai has been

rewritten. - the
pathfinders are a
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whole new questline.
- a new enchantment.
- new passive. - new
trait. - new class. -

new craftable item. -
over a dozen new
dungeons. - new

weapons. - an
overhaul of weapon
weighting, strength,

and fatigue. - an
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overhaul of the ai's
combat. - old-style

combat is now
disabled in the game
menu and interface. -

new dungeons.
5ec8ef588b
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